LEGEND

- Head existing on 9' riser to be lowered to 1'
  above existing grade (7 places)
- X Existing heads to remain
- O = V Relocated heads (2 places) and new heads (2 full heads: Moody A1-7/16)
- C = C Removal head (3 places)
- ----- Remove sprinkler line
- Existing " " To remain
- Relocated or new sprinkler line

NOTE: All existing and new pipe under pavement to be placed not less than 15' below pavement; excess pipe and sprinklers to be turned over to college maintenance section.
LEGEND

★ REPLACE FULL HEAD WITH HALF HEAD (2 PLACES)

★ HEAD: EXISTING ON 4' Riser. TO BE LOWERED TO 1'

★ ABOVE EXISTING GRADE (2 PLACES)

★ EXISTING HEAD TO REMAIN

★ RELOCATED HEAD (1 PLACE)

★ REMOVE SPRINKLER LINE

★ EXISTING " TO REMAIN

★ RELOCATED " "

NOTE: ALL EXISTING AND NEW PIPE UNDER PAVEMENT TO BE PLACED NOT LESS THAN 18" BELOW PAVEMENT. EXCESS PIPE AND SPRINKLERS TO BE TURNED OVER TO COLLEGE MAINTENANCE SECTION.
DELETE PAVING & GRADING FROM CONTRACT IN CROSS HATCHED AREA
NOTES
Area #1 - Place 2" Plant Mix Surfacing Per Grades This Sheet.
Area #2 - Place 2" Plant Mix Surfacing Per Typ Sec. This Sheet.
Area #3 - Place 2" Plant Mix Surfacing Per Grades on Original Contract Day.

LEGEND
- Design Contours Per Original Contract Drawings
- Revised Contours Per This Sheet

TYPICAL SEC AREA #2

45'

SCALE 1' = 30'

CHANGE ORDER NO. 7
CONTRACT NO. 4284
R NO. 7239

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
DIVISION OF ARCHITECTURE
LOS ANGELES BRANCH OFFICE
BY ASSISTANT STATE ARCHITECT

DESIGNED DATE
DRAWN W.G.
TRACED
CHECKED
FILE
LOCATION

SHEET TITLE ADDITIONAL PAVING
PROJECT AGRICULTURE-ENGR 4 MECH. BLDG.
INSTITUTION CALIF STATE POLY COLLEGE
LOCATION SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIF.
DETAIL OF FARM POWER SHOP

Connect new 3/8" air line on existing 1/2" overhead line.

Provide 2 new air outlets under benches. Air piping, fittings and outlets to be as described in contract specifications.

FARM POWER SHOP

1/2" x 1'-0"

OFFICE & LECTURE BUILDING

SHOP BUILDING

Existing 6" C.I. CW

NOTES:
1. New 1" CW line to hose bibb shall be Class A, Schedule 40 galv. steel pipe with P.T. wrapping, per contract specs.
2. Hose bibb, with exposed shut-off cock, shall be as described in contract specs. Strap hose bibb on 4" x 4" x 48" redwood post jet 24" above grade.

PLOT PLAN

Scale 1" = 50'

1" Cold water - Connect on existing 6" C.I. CW line, before street is paved.

Hose bibb

LOCATION: SAN LUIS OBISPO, CALIFORNIA

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
DIVISION OF ARCHITECTURE
LOS ANGELES BRANCH OFFICE
BY ASSISTANT STATE ARCHITECT

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

REVISIONS

MECHANICAL CHANGE ORDER NO. 4

CONTRACT NO. 4281

R NO. 7388

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING & MECHANICS BUILDING

INSTITUTION: CALIF. STATE POLYTECHNIC COLLEGE

DESIGNED DRAWN TRACED CHECKED

DATE W.O. REVISION FILE

1/12/56 7599-GC 1/12/56 5648-56